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When the world turns dark only three can save the world... but what happens when only one is left??
and the two are still haunting the forest?? ...
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1 - The Beginning.
Many a year ago, a powerful yet anonymous light passed over the world. Not understanding this light the
warriors of a small town, called daecveiol village, rounded up togethor, They had a theory that the light
had came from their mysterious forest that know one would dare enter after rumours were spread of it
being the devils lare, knowbody knew weither the light that had passed over had been evil or angelic and
knowbody could guess at how long it would stay for, the warriors took their theory to the elders of the
town to ask weither they had permission to enter the mysterious forest, their question was accepted.
Feeling great about the fact that the warriors would be going on an adventure a "disease" called
cowardness struck many of the warriors. Only three warriors were willing to enter the forest. When they
reached the heart of the forest, after many nights, they found nothing... Except one, one could see
mysterious and magical dust floating through the air, this dust was the dust of life, the dust that held joy,
happiness and hope but if this dust was so powerful and hopeful why was it only him that could see this
joyous miracle, why was he the chosen one out of three to see it? As he turned his head to look at his
friends two dark creatures crept out of the two human forms, the two friends that this one lad had gotten
to know over the weeks had turned into evil. That day was the day that the sun set early and dark swept
the forest once again, the beautiful light disappeared and the forest, with the dust trapped inside it, was
never heard of again... Well that's what you think...

2 - The Believers.
...Years from the day and age of magic, mystery and pure life came the evolved version, selfish
dis-believers, people who lived for wealth, fame and were lustful of anyone they saw. I know that times
change and people change but were did the magic go? Were did the love for each other go? And of
course there is an answer for everything and this is an easy answer... know body believed in the magic
of life any more therefore there was not enough light for the shadows of magic. But through all these
ignorant people, there were few believers, maybe not enough to cast that light, yet there was rare
occasions where sparks in a persons heart would pop up in a dull crowd. And on this day of rare
occasions it seemed the perfect day for 3 families to move into a town named Aceo village on the same
day, the same time and best yet the same street, To a normal person in that town they would of said it
was a coincidence for the three boys moving in that day to also be the same age, But if you knew the
towns secret and what lie on it's natural plains you would of thought different than blame it on a
coincidence, But at least there was one it that town that could explain the truth, but to find him would be
an awfully long adventure... Then again if you had the power that these three boys held, do you think it
would take a long time?? I don't...

3 - Mute Live Life Loud
The start of a new life is rewarding, but then sometimes when you grow things change, people change,
parents change how they feel about you, and you feel guilty and blame yourself for nothing you did. One
boy in Aceo went through this and his guilt was pushed further and further inside him and eventualy he
gave up arguing and just took the blame for everthing, his name was jack to his parents he was silent
Jack the boy who stopped talking and he remained that way. It's hard enough not being able to talk but
when you can't answer your name in a regester on your first day at school, in a new town, things just
seem to get worse, and worse of all when you start getting bullied for not talking on your second day you
suddenly start to feel about 5cm small. Times were getting harder for Jack and the more he grew the
more his parents would tell him he was a mistake. Jack took a big interest in a different hobby than
anyone he knew, he would spend long nights looking up at the stars wondering if there was anything
else out there unknown to people. One night when Jack was watching the stars, after listening to his
mother call him names and argue with Jacks father, he was praying to god in his head whilst tears ran
down his face, when his tears had faded and his praying had finished he tipped his head further back
looking more up at the stars, he then said in his head 'If there is a reason that i am on this god for saken
world and that they is more out there for me to find please god show me a sign.' ...As he waited for
anything odd to happen or turn up he saw nothing, in his head he then said 'fine then there's a perfect
window waiting for me to accidentally fall out of' as he was just about to tip his head back down he saw a
shooting star flash across the sky, who knew what it was inside that one shooting star that gave Jack
hope but honest to god Jack's Soul then re-entered his body as his eyes glinted with power he felt a rush
of nothing he'd felt before as his stomach turned he knew there was something out there and he had a
purpose for something he had to do...

4 - Disabled-run like the wind
When you find out that there is no disabled parking at your new school it doesn't help your confidence it
makes you wonder, should I be here? Are these signs that i should turn back? And for one boy that's
exactly how he felt. Two years ago this boy (Chris) was in a severe car accident with his Mum, he was
the lucky one, The car that hit them had so much speed that the car dented in and a part of it trapped
Chris's legs, He never felt any muscles move in his legs again and his Mum never even made it. Not
having a female around the house is quite hard and especially when you can't help out because the
wheelchair is to big. Chris and his Dad moved to Aceo to get away from the past and start a fresh as a
better family than they were in there last town, they both knew in their hearts that the past was hard to
talk about but they had to get on with it, they had to pull togethor as a team, even if that just meant
telling each other how proud they are to have gone through with what they had and still sometimes
occasionally smile. After Chris had, had the accident and lost someone who could never be replaced he
started to pray and ask God why he had been chosen to live and why his mother had not? He thought
that because he was the youngest in the accident it wouldn't have mattered if he'd gone because his
Mother and Father could reproduce another baby. He would end up taking the guilt of everything that
had ever gone wrong, not just this incident but ever other one as well! I'm sure it's not good for a boy
aged 14 to feel that guilty, but he couldn't help it, he couldn't help blaming himself. One night as he
prayed to God he asked for help, he wanted to release his inner person that was fun, could laugh and
not cry himself to sleep, when he'd finished his prayer he went to lay down that was until a cold rush
swam straight through his body, even his legs and he had actually felt it, he sat up and instantly started
to laugh and smile, it wasn't a fake smile it was his true smile for one of the first times in two years he
was happy. He got into his wheelchair and went to the window looking up in the dark sky as he opened
his big window a shooting star flashed through the sky and Chris's life just turned around into something
different. He had a feeling that he knew were he had to go, He knew what he'd have to do, How he knew
was a very big mystery...
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